New On Video & DVD
The Little Rascals: The Complete Collection The hunt for those seemingly countless Little Rascals
releases is over. For the first time ever, all 80 of Hal Roach's original 1929-1938 classic shorts featuring
Buckwheat, Spanky, Alphalpha, and the rest of Our Gang--from the era before Roach sold the rights to
MGM--are available here in one package. Included among this complete collection of uncut, remastered,
and restored episodes are numerous contributions of various types from noted film historians, an additional 10 silent shorts from Hal Roach's personal library, several documentaries including a look at
racism as it pertains to the show, a special "where are they now" update featuring some of the surviving
cast members, and much more. Disc1 includes the following episodes: "Small Talk," "Railroadin',"
"Lazy Days," "Boxing Gloves," "Bouncing Babies," "Moan and Groan, Inc.," "Shivering Shakespeare,"
"The First Seven Years," "When the Wind Blows" and "Bear Shooters." Disc 2 includes the following
episodes: "A Tough Winter," "Pups is Pups," "Teacher's Pet," "School's Out," "Helping Grandma,"
"Love Business," "Little Daddy," "Bargain Days," "Fly My Kite" and "Big Ears." Disc 3 includes the
following episodes: "Shiver My Timbers," "Dog is Dogs," "Readin' and Writin'," "Free Eats," "Choo
Choo," "Spanky," "The Pooch," "Hook and Ladder," "Free Wheeling" and "Birthday Blues." Disc 4
includes the following episodes: "Lad an' a Lamp," "Fish Hooky," "Forgotten Babies," "The Kid from
Borneo," "Mush and Milk," "Bedtime Worries," "Wild Poses," "Hi Neighbor," "For Pete's Sake" and
"The First Round-Up." Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "Honkey Donkey," "Mike Fright,"
"Washee-ironee," "Mama's Little Pirate," "Shrimps for a Day," "Anniversary Trouble," "Beginner's
Luck," "Teacher's Beau," "Sprucin' Up" and "Little Papa." Disc 6 includes the following episodes:
"Little Sinner," "Our Gang Follies 1936," "The Pinch Singer," "Divot Diggers," "Lucky Corner,"
"Second Childhood," "Arbor Day," "Bored of Education," "Two too Young," "Pay as You Exit,"
"Spooky Hooky," "Reunion in Rhythm" and "Glove Taps." Disc 7 includes the following episodes:
"Hearts are Thumps," "Rushin' Ballet," "Three Smart Boys," "Roamin' Holiday," "Night 'n' Gales,"
"Fishy Tales," "Framing Youth," "The Pigskin Palooza," "Mail and Female," "Our Gang Follies 1938,"
"Bear Facts," "Three Men in a Tub," "Came the Brawn," "Feed 'em and Weep," "The Awful Tooth,"
"Hide and Shriek" and "Canned Fishing." Disc 8 includes the following episodes: "Dog Heaven,"
"Spook Spoofing," "Barnum & Wringlinc Inc.," "Little Rascals Feature 1," "Little Rascals Feature 2"
and "Little Rascals Feature 3." Genius
Dynasty - Third Season Epitomizing the glamour and decadence of 1980s Reagan-era America,
Dynasty was essentially a prime-time soap opera, and was characterized by campy, melodramatic plotlines, as well as Joan Collins's magnetic performance as the conniving Alexis Colby. She is divorced
from Blake Carrington (John Forsythe), a fabulously wealthy oil magnate who marries his secretary,
Krystle Jennings (Linda Evans), at the show's inception; the jealous Alexis schemes to do everything
she can to destroy their union. The rest of the cast includes Blake and Alexis's children--the promiscuous amnesiac Fallon and the sexually ambivalent Steven--as well as resident geologist Matthew Blaisdel
and his psychotic wife, Claudia. The war between the Colby and Carrington clans heats up in the glossy
nighttime sudser's third season. Denver will never be the same as Michael Torrance (Gordon Thomson)
learns that he's a Carrington, the hunt continues for abducted infant Blake Carrington and Claudia
Blaisdel (Pamela Bellwood) reenters a mental institution. Geoffrey Scott joins the cast as Mark
Jennings, Krystle's handsome ex-hubby, while guest stars include Simon MacCorkindale. Disc 1
includes episodes: "The Plea," "The Roof," "The Wedding" and "The Will." Additional Actors: Christine
Belford, Kabir Bedi, Robert Symonds, R.G. Armstrong, John Larch. Disc 2 includes episodes: "The
Siblings," "Mark," "Kirby" and "La Mirage." Additional Actors: Hank Brandt, Robert Symonds, Paul
Burke. Disc 3 includes episodes: "Acapulco," "The Locket," "The Secret" and "Samantha." Additional
Actors: Paul Burke, John Crawford, Matt Clark, Don Reid. Paramount/CBS
CSI: Season 8 A smash hit from the moment of its 2000 debut, CSI: Crime Scene Investigation remains
one of the most popular, innovative, and critically acclaimed crime dramas in television history. Created
by Anthony Zuiker and executive produced by movie maven Jerry Bruckheimer, the thrilling series centers on the Las Vegas Police Department's night-shift forensics unit, which utilizes cutting-edge technology to solve the often grisly crimes of a glamorous city whose constant influx of visitors makes it rife
with criminal elements. Quick-witted detective Gil Grissom (William Petersen) leads the highly skilled
investigative team that includes his single-mother partner, Catherine Willows (Marg Helgenberger); hair
and fiber expert Nick Stokes (George Eads); former gambling addict Warrick Brown (Gary Dourdan);
and fresh-faced newbie Sara Sidle (Jorja Fox), with the help of a tough-as-nails police captain, Jim
Brass (Paul Guilfoyle), and an efficient lab coroner, Dr. Al Robbins (Robert David Hall). Heavy on science, creative camera work, and uncomfortably graphic depictions of violence, CSI is praised by fans
and critics alike for its consistently gripping and well-written storylines, often inspired by real-life cases.
This collection presents the complete eighth season, which concludes the previous season's nail-biting
cliffhanger, in which Sara was kidnapped by the Miniature Killer, and features a crossover with Without
A Trace. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Dead Doll," "A La Cart," "Go To Hell," "The Case Of
The Cross-Dressing Carp." Additional Actors: David Berman, Mary Gordon Murray, Neil Jackson. Disc
2 includes the following episodes: "The Chick Chop Flick Shop," "Who & What," "Where and Why
(Without a Trace)," and "Goodbye & Good Luck." Additional Actors: Liz Vassey, Archie Kao, Jon
Wellner. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "You Kill Me," "Cockroaches," "Lying Down with
Dogs" and "Bull (aka Booty And the Beast)." Additional Actors: Conor O'Farrell, Beth Broderick, John
Capodice. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Grissom's Divine Comedy," "A Thousand Days On
Earth," "Drop's Out" and "The Theory Of Everything." Additional ctors: Kim Delgado, Raymond Cruz,
Jay Paulson. Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "Two And A Half Deaths" and "For Gedda."
Additional Actors: Constance Marie, Katey Sagal, Rachael Harris. Paramount/CBS
Mission: Impossible 5th Season The Impossible Mission Force head to the homefront in season five of
Mission: Impossible. While previous seasons pitted these Cold War warriors against international goons,
the show's later seasons increasingly found the crack squad of saboteurs using their gadgets and cunning
to foil more native threats: drug cartels hooking Americans on dope and mobsters using their collective
power to evade justice. The result is more time spent by Jim (Peter Graves), Barney (Greg Morris),
Willy (Peter Lupus), and Paris (Leonard Nimoy) in the good old U.S.A. stanching the flow of drugs and
busting the Syndicate, bit by bit. All through their daredevil adventures, the team's skills still prove
razor-sharp--especially with the help of a foxy new member, Dana Lambert (Lesley Ann Warren). This
collection presents all 23 episode of the show's thrilling fifth season. The clock's ticking. Disc 1 includes
the following episodes: "The Killer," "Flip Side," "The Innocent" and "Homecoming." Additional
Actors: Robert Conrad, Robert Alda, Sal Mineo. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Flight," "My
Friend, My Enemy," "Butterfly" and "Decoy." Additional Actors: John Colicos, Peter Mark Richman,
John S. Ragin. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "The Amateur," "Hunted," "The Rebel" and
"Squeeze Play." Additional Actors: Anthony Zerbe, Peter Brocco, Ivor Barry. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "The Hostage," "Takeover," "Cat's Paw" and "The Missile." Additional Actors: Lee
Duncan, Lou Antonio, David Sheiner. Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "The Field," "Blast," "The
Catafalque" and "Kitara." Additional Actors: Barry Atwater, Milton Selzer, Erik Holland. Disc 6
includes the following episodes: "A Ghost Story," "The Party" and "The Merchant." Additional Actors:
Andrew Duggan, Marion Ross, Murray Golden. Paramount/CBS
Nash Bridges First Season Don Johnson stars as Nash Bridges, a San Francisco detective who's trying
to take a bite out of Bay Area crime while cruising the town in his trademark yellow Barracuda. As the
leader of the police department's Special Investigations Unit, Bridges employs his ample charisma to get
to the bottom of some of the city's most puzzling cases--and defuse plenty of tense situations. But
Nash's charm doesn't help much when it comes to taming a stormy personal life that includes two exwives and a teenage daughter. Lending his expertise to Nash's open cases is ex-cop Joe Dominguez
(Cheech Marin). Though he has retired and is now a private investigator, Joe is still drawn back into the
game by his old friend; by the show's second season, he had returned to the Unit. This collection presents the first season of the comic police-drama. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Genesis: Pilot,"
"Home Invasion," "Skirt Chasers" and "High Impact." Additional Actors: Daniel Roebuck, Marla
Adams, Xander Berkeley. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "The Javelin Catcher," "Vanishing
Act," "Aloha Nash" and "Key Witness." Additional Actors: Robert Bailey Jr., Serena Scott Thomas,
Joseph Rye. Paramount/CBS

New On Video & DVD
Triple Feature Revenge is Sweet: Candyman, The Fog, Terror Train Ghouls, ghosts, and spiteful
nerds who were wronged in the past exact revenge on the hedonistic, the innocent, and pretty much
anybody they can get their hands on in this spine-tingling collection. Candyman Helen Lyle is writing a
thesis on Candyman, a supposedly mythical killer who attacks his victims with a hooked hand when
they say his name in front of a mirror. During her research, she meets up with the killer, who wants her
to join him in his "mythic" world; when she refuses, he murders those in her wake, leaving her to be
charged with the crimes. She tries to explain who the real culprit is, but her efforts fail, and authorities
commit her to a mental hospital. Desperate to prove her sanity, she summons Candyman, who comes
and helps her escape. But he has more murderous impulses to quell, and still wants her to join him in
his parallel life. The Fog Director John Carpenter creates an old-fashioned campfire ghost story with
The Fog. Antonio Bay, a quaint, small seaside town is celebrating the 100th anniversary of its founding. That night a heavy, mysterious fog rolls through the town and people begin to die in savage ways.
Rumors of a secret as old as the town begin to surface and the people of Antonio Bay realize they are
victims of long dead sailors who have come to revenge their own murders at the hands of the town's
founding fathers. The townspeople can only wait for the fog to roll in and pray that they are not the
next to die... Carpenter creates a chilling film with The Fog and gets fine performances out of Adrienne
Barbeau, Hal Holbrook, and the fog itself, which creeps and crawls around as if it were alive. The film
elicits its scares out of what is not seen rather than what is, and Carpenter exploits that style perfectly.
Vague shapes move within the fog, while strange noises heard in the distance grow louder, and no one
can say exactly what they are up against. The Fog is one of Carpenter's earlier films and helped to
establish his reputation as a master filmmaker. Terror Train A fraternity prank goes wrong and lands
one student in a mental institution. Four years later, when his frat brothers host a costume party on a
train to celebrate their graduation, the student sees this as his opportunity to exact revenge. He sneaks
on the train and begins killing the partygoers one at a time, masking himself in the costumes of his victims. Will anyone make it off the train alive?. Fox
Triple Feature Don't Go In The House: This triple feature of classic haunted house tales is so spooky
it actually contains four movies! That's right; hiding in its shadows is a ghostly bonus film just for fans
of domestic fright. Whether it's the investigative approach of The Legend Of Hell House, the slow-burn
style found in the 2005 Amityville Horror remake, or Poltergeist 2 and Poltergiest 3's more frenzied
take on the subject of house-dwelling specters, these abodes are anything but home sweet home. The
Amityville Horror This frightening remake of the 1979 horror classic from producer Michael Bay (The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre) delves deeper into the supposedly true story of supernatural events that
occurred in a Long Island, New York home in the '70s. When George and Kathy Lutz (Ryan Reynolds
and Melissa George) come across a beautiful river-front colonial home being sold for a steal, they suspect a catch. Once informed that the home was the site of a grisly mass murder, they decide to buy the
house anyway and eagerly move in, bringing with them Kathy's three children from a previous marriage. While no one can deny that the house is rife with spooky sounds, the family members try to put
their fears at bay. But over time, strange occurrences start happening, becoming more and more frequent, and these events start to have a transformative effect on several family members. Kathy's daughter starts to act bizarrely, ending up in a variety of life-threatening situations, led by her new, not-soimaginary friend Jody (one of the children slaughtered in the house years before by her older brother).
Likewise, something strange seems to be happening to George. His usually sweet demeanor is replaced
with a hostile one, and he starts cruelly taking out his aggression on Kathy's children. Kathy's original
assumption that a house cannot be evil is challenged as she watches her husband transform into the sort
of man that just might be capable of murdering his family. Faster-paced than the original, The
Amityville Horror keeps viewers on the edge of their seats with quick editing, suspenseful music, and
moderately graphic violence., The Legend of Hell House The wealthy owner of a haunted mansion
believes his home (which has been dubbed "Hell House" due to a history of bizarre happenings therein)
might provide the answer to the phenomenon of life after death. To prove his theory, he enlists the help
of four brave psychic investigators whom, to acquire the situation in it's entirety, set up residence in the
dark and mysterious abode. Soon after, the team are nearly driven to insanity as they slowly begin to
discover how the mansion got it's gloomy moniker., Poltergeist II & III They're back! In Poltergeist II,
the restless spirits of the unburied have followed the Freeling family (headed by Craig T. Nelson and
JoBeth Williams) to their new home. Poltergeist III is set in a Chicago high-rise, where Carol Anne
(Heather O'Rourke) is relentlessly sought by the evil Reverend Kane. Co-stars Tom Skerritt. Fox
Feast II Sloppy Seconds is a rip-roaring splatter-fest of a sequel that, much like its predecessor, proudly wears its hardcore horror nature on its sleeve. When characters with names like Biker Queen, Tat
Girl, Puker, and Bartender congregate in a desolate little town in the middle of nowhere and again find
themselves at odds with a clan of vicious and horny monsters, it's obvious a grand old time is in store
for anyone who dares watch. Director John Gulager continues the mayhem right where the first one left
off as the survivors of the bar incident make their way to the nearest small town only to realize the
creatures had the same idea. This tense, darkly comic franchise simultaneously tweaks, parodies, and
embraces gory traditions with twisted glee. Genius
Sing A Song of Wiggles The Wiggles use classic nursery rhymes to inspire the imagination--and even
sneak in a few important lessons--in Sing A Song Of Wiggles. Included here are catchy versions of
"Black Velvet Band," "Jack Be Nimble," and "One, Two, Three, Four, Five!" that will delight young
ones. One of the most popular acts in children's entertainment, the Australian foursome and friends
encourage participation with intelligent yet simple lyrics and a fun, engaging demeanor. Their albums
have achieved gold and platinum status, and have become a favorite in classrooms and living rooms
worldwide. Warner
Elitexc Uprising: Rua vs Lawler Two warriors one title! From the famed Chute Boxe Academy in
Brazil emerges the newly crowned EliteXC middleweight champion, Murilo 'Ninja' Rua. Fresh off capturing the coveted title, 'Ninja' immediately sets to defend his belt against number one contender,
Miletich-trained 'Ruthless' Robbie Lawler! Also featured are Takanori Gomi, Nick Diaz, 'Iron' Mike
Aina, Tonya Evinger, Jake 'The American Dream' Shields, Renato 'Charuto' Verissimo, 'Killer Bee' Riki
Fukuda, and 'Smokin'' Joe Villasenor. Image
Pride FC: Pride 32 The Real Deal The first Pride event held on American soil (in Las Vegas), The
Real Deal pits Ultimate Fighting Championship Hall of Famer Mark "The Hammer" Coleman against
former Pride Grand Prix winner and heavyweight champ Fedor Emelianenko. Other bouts on the card
include Mauricio Rua vs. Kevin Randleman, Kazuhiro Nakamura vs. Travis Galbraith, Josh Barnett vs.
Pawel Nastula, Dan Henderson vs. Vitor Belfort, and Phil Baroni vs. Yosuke Nishijima. BCI
Game Show Moments Gone Bananas Relive the most outrageous moments, outtakes and bloopers from
popular game shows all around the world ranging from the 1950s through the present -- with this hilarious series. Actor and television personality Ben Stein ("America's Most Smartest Model") hosts the
show, with segments such as "Top Host Screw-ups," "Top Blonde Moments," "Top Wardrobe
Malfunctions," "Top Celebrity Moments" and "Top Brain Freeze Moments." In between these hilarious
selections, Ben Stein gives a studio audience the chance to try their hand at famous games such as
Family Feud and Beat The Clock. BCI
The Beverly Hillbillies: The Official Second Season Sit a spell and enjoy the country charm and
humorous appeal of the Clampett clan, stars of the highest-rated half-hour show in TV history. Created
by TV maverick Paul Henning (Petticoat Junction, The George Burns & Gracie Allen Show) and premiering in 1962, the show followed the family from Ozark poverty to Beverly Hills, California, after
they struck "black gold" on their swampland farm. With their 36-room mansion overrun with Elly
May's animals and Granny's illegal moonshine, while girl-crazy Cousin Jethro and Uncle Jed try to
keep an eye on them all, this family ain't like the neighbors, but they sure are a lot of fun! This collection presents the series' complete second season. Paramount/CBS
South Park The Cult of Cartman Revelations He's a storm cloud of anger, an object of scorn, and a
bomb waiting to explode--he's South Park's Eric Cartman. He's wreaked terror, hurled insults, and suffered countless humiliations in this quaint Colorado town. Collected here some of the fiery elementary
schooler's most appalling, grotesque, and hilarious moments. Additional Release Material: Featurette
It's Just Gone, The Daily Show With Jon Stewart Baracknophobia, The Colbert Report Cookie
Monster, Reno 911! Prostitution Sting. Paramount
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Strangers A fantastically creepy horror flick based on the very simple premise of strangers who come
knocking late at night. Kristen (Liv Tyler) and James (Scott Speedman) have arrived at a secluded
vacation home in the woods after attending a friend's wedding. It's four in the morning, and they're
both tearful and emotionally exhausted after a disagreement about their relationship. As they awkwardly try to navigate the long night together, they are distracted by the sound of a heavy knock at the door.
They open it to find a dazed young woman hidden in the shadows. Assuming she is lost, James sends
her away, but Kristen is disturbed by the late-night visit. When James leaves to go on a drive and pick
up some cigarettes, Kristen is left alone, and we watch her move through the huge house in a painfully
eerie silence, all the while knowing that she is being watched. By the time James returns, Kristen is in
hysterics, and together they must face the terrifying fact that they are indeed in grave danger.Universal
War, Inc Joshua Seftel's fierce political satire features an all-star cast headed by John Cusack. Set in a
fictionalized Middle East, the film takes United States foreign affairs to comic extremes in a world
where corporations rule and wars are completely outsourced. At the start of the film, Turaqistan is
occupied by a private American company belonging to a former American vice president (Dan
Aykroyd). Cusack comes in as Brand Houser, a hit man slowly growing a conscience and doubting his
chosen profession. Hired to take down one of the country's major players, Houser goes undercover as
the organizer of a major conference. His title also requires that he make sure the wedding of a local
pop singer (Hillary Duff) goes smoothly. While working alongside Marsha Dillon (Joan Cusack),
Houser tries to handle and ward off advances from the over-sexualized, pint-sized pop idol. The addition of an intelligent, beautiful, and radical journalist named Natalie (Marisa Tomei) to the mix only
makes Houser's job tougher. The more time he spends with Natalie, the more he wishes for the chance
to be honest and to escape this killing game. Packed with violence and humor, War, Inc. works thanks
to its strong leads and the romance at the heart of the film. First Look
The Flight Before Christmas A young reindeer named Niko is determined to improve his flying skills
in the hopes to be just as great as his father. But after wandering from Home Valley to practice, he
catches the attention of the infamous Black Wolf who follows him back. In order to protect Santa and
the other reindeer from the claws of Black Wolf, Niko must team up with the other forest animals to
prevent any trouble that comes their way. Genius
My Name Is Earl Season 3 In the third season of this popular comedy series, lottery winner Earl
Hickey's (Jason Lee) luck changes when he lands in the slammer as a result of one of his good deeds -taking the fall for a loved one. Joining the cast as one of the former ne'er-do-well's fellow inmates is
"The War at Home" star Michael Rapaport. Also helping Earl on his karmic quest are his brother
Randy (Ethan Suplee) and his ex-wife, Joy (Jaime Pressly). Disc 1 includes the following episodes:
"My Name is Inmate: Part 1," "My Name is Inmate: Part 2," "The Gangs of Camden County," "The
Frank Factor," "Creative Writing" and "Franks Girl." Additional Actors: Giovanni Ribisi, Noah
Crawford, Roger Burton, Victor Varnado, Michael Bailey Smith, Bennet Guillory, Angel Oquendo,
Vincent Pastore, Craig T. Nelson, Michael Rapaport. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Our
Other Cops is On!: Part 1," "Our Other Cops is On!: Part 2," "Randy in Charge (... Of Our Days and
Our Nights)," "Midnight Bun," "Burn Victim" and "Early Release." Additional Actors: Dale Dickey,
Gregg Binkley, Timothy Stack, Michael Rapaport, Craig T. Nelson, Dee Wallace, DJ Qualls, Tamala
Jones, Raymond Cruz, Abdoulaye N'Gom. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Bad Earl," "I Won't
Die Without A Little Help From My Friends: Part 1," "I Won't Die Without A Little Help From My
Friends: Part 2," "Stole A Motorcycle," "No Head and A Duffel Bag" and "Killerball." Additional
Actors: Alyssa Milano, Nancy Lenehan, Beau Bridges, Cheryl White, Ravi Kapoor, Paul Teutul Jr.,
Paul Teutul Sr., Kevin Sussman, Dale Dickey. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Love Octagon,"
"Girl Earl," "The Camdenites: Part 1" and "The Camdenites: Part 2." Additional Actors: Gregg Binkley,
Alyssa Milano, Michael Rapaport, Raymond Cruz, Jon Heder, Pat Kilbane, Nancy Lenehan, Timothy
Stack, Abdoulaye N'Gom. Fox
Strait Jacket In a world where sorcery and science co-exist, the power of magic comes with a price:
humans who do not take proper precautions are transformed into horrific demons. Those who destroy
these demons - and run the highest risk of all - are tactical sorcerists known as 'Strait Jackets.' But
when terrorists unleash a plague of demonic carnage, the Sorcery Management Bureau must enlist unlicensed assassin Leiot Steinberg to stop the slaughter. Even if this rogue killer and a mysterious young
girl can end the outbreak, will they be able to face their own dark secrets? Monsters, murder and
redemption collide in this explosive anime by Ichiro Sakaki. Kari Wahlgren and Crispin Freeman provide vocal talent. Anchor Bay
The Unit Season 3 The third season of this action drama finds the covert Special Forces team known
as the Unit facing annihilation from a mysterious source. Leader Jonas (Dennis Haysbert) tries to keep
his team together while working to uncover the identity of the deadly assassin. Meanwhile, as the brave
team members confront their toughest challenge, their dedicated wives face many of their own daunting problems back home. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Pandemonium: Part 1,"
"Pandemonium: Part 2," "Always Kiss Them Goodbye" and "Every Step You Take." Additional Actors:
Tia Texada, Chris Ellis, Dean Norris. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Inside Out," "M.P.'s,"
"Five Brothers" and "Play 16." Additional Actors: Sammi Hanratty, Charles Fathy, Angel M.
Wainwright. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Binary Explosion," "Gone Missing" and "Side
Angle Side." Additional Actors: Phil Hendrie, Yara Martinez, Nicholas Irons. Fox
Friday Night Hereos Volume 2: High School Phenoms to Sunday Superstars They were the biggest
and baddest - the high school athletes who busted plays, broke tackles, turned heads and transformed
their Friday night highlights into Sunday afternoon glory. Join host Donovan McNabb and the biggest
names in pro football as they relive the power, passion and dedication that turned yesterday's teenage
warriors into the gridiron giants of today. This dazzling collection is jam-packed with unbelievable
runs, big hits and game-breaking performances featuring never-before-seen footage of future superstars
including Donovan McNabb, Larry Johnson, Steven Jackson, Santonio Holmes, Tony Romo, Reggie
Bush and more. Genius
ESPN Hellfighters This unusual sports documentary is equal parts rousing, harrowing, and inspiring.
There are 43 public high school football teams in New York City--not one of them in Harlem. For
years, Harlem has been one of the few New York City school districts with no football team to call its
own. Former Dallas Cowboy Doug Ferguson is about to change that. He's going to give a group of
inner-city kids the kind of opportunity that rarely comes their way, even if it's without the reception
typically afforded to high school athletics, Named after the World War I's first African-American regiment, the Harlem Hellfighters will go against all odds to show they have what it takes. Genius
The Discovery Essential Dinoaur Pack With episodes from Dinosaur Planet, Valley Of The T. Rex,
and Dinosaurs: Return To Life?, this Discovery Channel collector's set offers a comprehensive look at
earth's most fascinating ancient inhabitants. Highlights from these exciting and educational programs
include excavations of new species, animated re-creations of the daily lives of dinosaurs, and an analysis of the technology that puts us closer to cloning the extinct giants. Disc 1 includes the following
episodes: "Valley of the T-Rex," "T-Rex: New Science, New Beast," "When Dinosaurs Roamed
America" and "Utah's Dino Graveyard." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Dinosaur Planet:
White' Tip's Journey," "Dinosaur Planet: Alpha's Egg," "Dinosaur Planet: Pod's Travels," "Dinosaur
Planet: Little Das' Hunt," "The Mystery Dinosaur" and "Dinosaurs: Return to Life?" Image
Entertainment
Hell Ride Hell Ride is a raucous throwback to the days of the Sergio Leone spaghetti western, with a
heaping helping of testosterone-fueled chopper action thrown into the mix. Writer/director Larry
Bishop takes on a third role as Pistolero, head honcho of the Victors, a group of badass bikers who are
out to avenge the murder of one of their members at the hands of the 666ers, a rival gang whose
actions live up to their hellish moniker. Along with his cohorts, the Gent (Michael Madsen) and the
mysterious Comanche (Eric Balfour), Pistolero aims to take down the Deuce and Billy Wings, menacing leaders of the 666ers, but a mutiny looms on the horizon when his commitment to profit is questioned by a few of his fellow Victors. An even larger story unravels when previously unknown information about Comanche resurrects ghosts from Pistolero's past. Genius

